Transmission Expansion Advisory Committee

Interregional Planning Update

June 11, 2015
• 2025 summer and winter scenario build
  – June preliminary builds
  – July-August validation and final case posting
  – October transfer analysis
  – December presentation & stakeholder input
• Ground work for production cost studies
  – July 9th TC targeted for recommendation
• MBTF – discussing NERC DE responsibility
• Grant Work
  – Last stakeholder meeting complete
  – Cost incurrence deadline June 30
• NCTPC
  – September 30 – tentative date – operating guide discussions concerning next year’s external resources
  – June 8 NC TAG meeting
• Order 1000 compliance
  – Filed May 26
• PJM/MISO
  – Order No. 1000 Interregional Compliance
    • June 16, 2015
    • Agreement on principles – extension needed?
    • IPSAC - June 4, 2015
  – IPSAC week of July 13, 2015
    • Metrics and process
    • Targeted Studies
  – “Quick hit” study – M2M congestion 2013-2014
    • Plan to track upgrade status addressing $300 M historical
    • 2 upgrades recommended – implementation under discussion
SERC / Northeast Protocol

- SERC resolutions on
  - LTSG and NTSG study scope discussions
  - RTO dispatch

- Northeast Protocol
  - Order 1000 Compliance issued May 14, 2015
  - Due July 13, 2015
  - Issues under review – seem relatively routine so far
Questions?

Email: RTEP@pjm.com
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